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Wagenborg Foxdrill is an expert when it comes

every rig move, including mobile cranes, trucks,

to rig moves with over 40 years of rig moving

rigging equipment and even cargo ships for

experience. Rigs are disassembled on site,

overseas rig moves.

loaded, transported and assembled again on the
We also offer our many years of rig move

efficiently. Both land rigs and modular offshore

experience in the form of consultancy. By

rigs can be moved by our teams, in any condition:

observing/reviewing your project preparations,

desert, arctic and even jungle environments. We

assembly activities, equipment and crew

have moved rigs in all corners of the world and

competence, we can provide valuable insights to

various types/configurations as well, including:

reduce rig moving time while improving safety of

swing-lift, slingshot, box-on-box. Efficiency and

operations, all at once. Our findings are issued

safety are the foundation for any rig moving

in a clear and concise report, which can be used

project we carry out, reducing your rig move time

directly to improve your approach. Additionally

to a minimum is our objective. In the past we have

we can provide you with rig move manuals

realised reductions of up to 10 days (depending

(including 3D drawings) and rig move animations

on rig type and conditions).

to instruct your crews. Move-the-rig-on-paper
sessions are also possible to identify possible

by mobilizing in-house equipment required for
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new drilling site, all while working safely and

Wagenborg Foxdrill offers a ‘door-to-door’ service
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bottlenecks in advance of the actual move.
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We provide our services with pride. Our history and experience dates back to 1967. Starting

OTHER SERVICES WE PROVIDE

out as drilling contractor but reinvented as all round service provider to the oil, gas and

•

Conductor Installation

renewable industries. Providing a range of services ranging from installation and assembly

•

Derrick Assembly

•

Derrick inspections

•

Dropped objects surveys

•

Equipment maintenance

•

Rig inspections & repair

Wagenborg Foxdrill understand the needs of its customers like no other. We translate these into

•

Rig surveys

safe and innovative solutions in the field of maintenance, technology and logistics, adding value

•

Rope access

activities to inspections and maintenance. Our competent team can work in any environment
and we live up to any challenge you might have for us. In a cooperative spirit, Wagenborg
Foxdrill thoroughly prepares any task and plans for success.
We are client focused and solution driven!

for our customers. Clarity, trust and respect are our core values.
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